Ham East 11/25 Hall Gov’t Meeting Minutes

Members: Erika, Tabetha, Amber, Anna, Amy

Time: 8:05

1. Tabitha GCM Announcements
   - No GMC this week
   - PACURH – RHA workshop (next year?)
   - Cake Study Break: Dec 5th

2. Trello
   - Y’all need to register

3. Hall Gov Tshirt
   - Waiting to hear back from Chloe

4. Hall Gov Bonding
   - $50 for food
   - This Sunday
   - MARK AND HAYDEN get those video games!

5. Laser Tag Reporting
   - Pros: Good setup and take down, a lot of hall gov helpers, hours between 7pm-9pm really successful, great staffing, event ran smoothly with waver signings and such
   - Cons: Basketball game interfered, too short (make event an hour longer, later at night), get in touch with fire marshal earlier, emergency lights, look for different laser tag provider, better advertisements (slip quarter sheets under every door)

6. Holiday Partay
   - Flyers made and printed
   - Sign up sheet on trello
   - Making signs for dining halls
   - FIND HOLIDAY LIGHTS!!!! (if not we’ll buy ‘em but if we can just find some that’d be cool)
   - Hayden gets PO for food and decorations from Fred Meyer
   - 3:30 on that Saturday, go pick up sound system from HERO
   - Facebook poll in HamEast
     1. Elf
     2. Rudolf /Frosty
     3. A Christmas Story
     4. Christmas Vacation
     5. Polar Express
   - Board games from service center – Amber

7. VOODOO
   - Request for dining table granted!
   - $147; 3 boxes of classic dozen, 9 of voodoo assortment
   - Pick up: Amy, Hayden, Tabitha, Amber
• Helpers: Amy, Hayden, Tabitha, Amber, Anna
• Sticker committee: CHLOE AND MARK
• Advertising – Donut poster

8. Advocate
• Put a proposal in to have Hamilton residents’ keys access all halls
• RANCH, BOI.
• Flood the comment box!
• Getting a DVD permanently installed in the basement

9. Action Items
• Trello!!

10. Wrap up
• Delta plus
  1. Happy laughter!
  2. Efficient planning
  3. Chose Christmas movies (sorry Anna)
• Delta minus
  1. Attendance 😊
  2. Distractions